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Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-based technologies offer an unprecedented opportunity to perform highthroughput screening of novel drugs for neurological and neurodegenerative diseases. Such screenings require a robust
and scalable method for generating large numbers of mature, differentiated neuronal cells. Currently available methods
based on differentiation of embryoid bodies (EBs) or directed differentiation of adherent culture systems are either
expensive or are not scalable. We developed a protocol for large-scale generation of neuronal stem cells (NSCs)/early
neural progenitor cells (eNPCs) and their differentiation into neurons. Our scalable protocol allows robust and cost-effective
generation of NSCs/eNPCs from iPSCs. Following culture in neurobasal medium supplemented with B27 and BDNF, NSCs/
eNPCs differentiate predominantly into vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (VGLUT1) positive neurons. Targeted mass
spectrometry analysis demonstrates that iPSC-derived neurons express ligand-gated channels and other synaptic proteins
and whole-cell patch-clamp experiments indicate that these channels are functional. The robust and cost-effective
differentiation protocol described here for large-scale generation of NSCs/eNPCs and their differentiation into neurons
paves the way for automated high-throughput screening of drugs for neurological and neurodegenerative diseases.

Introduction
Research in neuropsychiatry and neurodevelopmental disorders has been hampered by difficulty in obtaining neuronal cells
from affected individuals that can be cultured and amplified in
vitro. Human embryonic stem (hES) cells and human iPSCs 1
have revolutionized such research, as they can be differentiated
into neurons in vitro from specific individuals2-4, potentially
enabling personalized medicine by overriding the problems of
allogenic recognition. Compelling evidence now indicates that
iPSC-based models can be used to model selected aspects of neurological and neurodegenerative disorders.5-7 Besides their

potential to provide important molecular insights into pathogenic mechanisms, iPSC-based cellular platforms can also be
used for drug discovery in specific differentiated cell types.8 Such
platforms require replicable, efficient, and cost effective protocols
to generate uniform cultures of neurons in sufficient numbers to
enable screening of potentially thousands of different compounds. For high-throughput screening, NSCs or NPCs from
hES cells or iPSCs are currently transferred into multi-well culture plates for neuronal differentiation.9,-11 Different strategies
are employed to derive the NSCs or NPCs, such as generation of
EB followed by differentiation into neural rosettes.12-14 EBs are
3-dimensional spherical aggregates that recapitulate several
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aspects of early embryogenesis. EBs generated from hES cells and
human iPSCs efficiently differentiate into neural rosettes when
cultured in specific selective culture media with growth factor
supplements,15 but EBs can have variable differentiation outcomes based on factors such as their initial size.16 To enable
more homogenous differentiation, microwell arrays have been
specifically developed to allow the formation of EBs with uniform size (StemCell Technologies, Inc. Inc.).
The drawbacks related to EBs motivated differentiation protocols based on adherent culture systems that eliminate the EB generation step. Another advantage of adherent culture systems is
that more uniform exposure to morphogens and growth/differentiation factors is achieved.12 Neural rosettes (which represent a
distinct class of NSCs) 17 generated in these adherent culture systems are isolated mechanically, then transferred and cultured
into low attachment plates, where they form spherical cell aggregates called neurospheres that can be propagated as 3-dimensional structures,18 or expanded as monolayer cultures of NSCs/
NPCs 11 However, neurospheres are not ideal for large-scale production of neurons in multi-well plates for high-throughput
screening because of technical difficulties in loading uniform
numbers of spheres with uniform size into individual wells.
Thus, monolayer cultures of NSCs/NPCs would be advantageous. Several protocols to derive NSCs/NPCs efficiently from
hES cells or iPSCs currently utilize Noggin to induce neuronal
differentiation,19,20 but the need for Noggin significantly
increases the cost of the differentiation process.
We have recently developed a method for efficient differentiation of human iPSCs into neurons 4 that does not involve generation of EBs. Using an adherent culture system that does not
require Noggin, we generate NSCs/eNPCs in a scalable manner.
This process takes about 4 weeks and approximately 4 additional
weeks are required for differentiation mainly into VGLUT1 positive neurons. Here, we describe a detailed step-by-step protocol
that allows efficient, robust, cost effective and large-scale generation of neurons. This differentiation protocol has been successfully applied to 6 different iPSC lines.

Results
Outline of differentiation protocol and nomenclature
The steps of large-scale generation of NSCs/eNPCs from
iPSCs and their differentiation into neurons are schematically
described in Figure 1. Human iPSC cultures are exposed for 5 d
to Neural Precursors (NP) Selection medium, and successively
for 7 d in NP expansion medium. Following this phase, differentiating iPSC cultures are characterized by the presence of cellular
aggregates that include emerging neural rosettes. These cells
express NSCs markers, NSCs markers, such as NESTIN,17
SOX1,21 and MUSASHI 22 (Fig. 2). The expression of PAX6 17
is limited to the areas forming neural rosettes (Fig. 2). This observation is in line with data by Suter et al. 23 showing that PAX6
expression follows the expression of SOX1. The cellular aggregates progressively develop into increasing numbers of neural
rosettes.
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To facilitate further differentiation into NSCs/eNPCs, cellular aggregates are manually fragmented and cultured in ultra-low
attachment plates where they round up, forming spherical cellular aggregates (Figs. 1 and 3). Microscopic and immunocytochemical analyses of the spherical cellular aggregates show
features of neurospheres similar to those generated by culturing
human sub-ventricular zone from postmortem brains 24 (Fig. 3a
and b and Fig. S1). Because it is unclear whether these spherical
cellular aggregates possess all the characteristics of neurospheres,
they are termed neurosphere-like structures (NLSs) in this report.
Note that most of the NLSs contain multiple neural rosettes. The
NLSs are further purified by transferring them into matrigelcoated plates (Fig. 1). When the NLSs are thus flattened, it is
possible to clearly observe the neural rosettes (Fig. 3) that are subsequently dissected and transferred into new ultra-low attachment plates where they round up overnight to form new purified
NLSs (Fig. 1). Purified NLSs can then be expanded as monolayer
cultures of NSCs/eNPCs (Fig. 4) and further differentiated into
neurons (Figs. 5 and 6).
Characterization of iPSC-derived NSCs/eNPCs and neurons
Western blotting analysis of NSCs/eNPCs showed a relatively
low expression level of NeuroD1, indicating the absence of, or
the presence of only a minor fraction of late NPCs 25 (Fig. 4a).
Hence, NPCs were denoted as “early” (eNPCs). Expression of
NCS markers MUSASHI, PAX6, NESTIN, and SOX1 is
depicted in Figure 4b. Analysis of PAX6 expression in NSCs/
eNPCs by high-content imaging in individual wells of a 96-well
plate showed that greater than 99% of the cells have PAX6 FITC
levels above background (Fig. 4c).
Following culture in neurobasal medium supplemented with
B27 and BDNF for 4 weeks (see Reagents setup), more than 90%
of differentiating cells were TUJ1 positive (Fig. 5). Immunocytochemical analysis showed that in our culture conditions, neuronal
cells are also prevalently VGLUT1 positive (Fig. 5). Expression of
the NR1 subunit of NMDA receptors was detected in a substantial
fraction of neurons (Fig. 5). A small fraction of neurons were
GAD1 positive.4 No dopaminergic neurons were observed following immunocytochemistry. A subpopulation of neurons stained
for CALBINDIN (Fig. 6), a cytosolic calcium-binding protein
with increased expression in layer 3 of pyramidal cells in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) compared with layer 5 pyramidal cells in the same region.26 In addition, expression of the
neuropeptide CART, which is increased layer 3 versus layer 5 pyramidal cells (Dr David Lewis, unpublished), was observed only in
discrete areas of the neuronal cultures (Fig. 6). Conversely, lowlevel staining was observed for the layer markers FEZ2 and
HS3ST2, which have higher expression in layer 5 pyramidal cells
vs. layer 3 cells (Dr David Lewis, unpublished) (Fig. 6). Taken
together, these results indicate that neurons obtained with our differentiation procedure possess features of DLPFC layer 3 pyramidal neurons.
In whole-cell patch-clamp experiments, currents were
recorded from ligand-gated channels after 2 months of neuronal
differentiation of NSCs/eNPCs in neurobasal medium. Glutamate receptor-mediated currents were recorded at a holding
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Figure 1. Schematic ﬂow diagram to depict the stages of differentiation into neurons from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). NSCs: neural stem
cells; NPCs: neural progenitor cells; NLSs: neurosphere-like structures.

potential of ¡85 mV in response to application of 100 mM glutamate C 100 mM glycine (6 of 10 cells; in responding cells peak
current range was ¡88.5 to ¡771.1 pA, average ¡376.6 pA;
Fig. 7a), 100 mM AMPA (8 of 13 cells; in responding cells peak
current range was ¡15.5 to ¡481.8 pA, average ¡186.6 pA;
Fig. 7b) and 100 mM N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) C
100 mM glycine (4 of 7 cells; in responding cells peak current
range was ¡80.0 to ¡320.0 pA, average ¡233.5 pA; Fig. 7c).
GABA receptor-mediated currents were recorded at a holding
potential of 15 mV in response to application of 1 mM GABA
(11 of 12 cells; in responding cells peak current range was 75.5
to 3958.8 pA, average 736.9 pA; Fig. 7d).
We observed robust expression of numerous neuronal proteins, both pre- and post-synaptic in iPSC-derived neurons
(Fig. 8a and b). In general, synaptic protein expression was
higher in human cortex tissue compared to iPSC-derived neurons
per mg total protein (Fig. 8c). This is unsurprising, as the cellular
composition of human cortex and neuronal cultures generated
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from iPSCs is very different. It does indicate, however, that the
iPSC-derived neurons express many neuron specific genes.

Discussion
The relatively simple culture media described in this protocol
allows a large-scale generation of NSCs/eNPCs. Variability in the
yield of NCSs migrating away from neural rosettes has been
noticed among iPSC lines from different individuals. Furthermore, fibroblast-like cells are observed during the expansion of
NSCs/eNPCs, but these cells are manually eliminated. One 6-well
plate of confluent NSCs/eNPCs is sufficient to generate approximately 15 384-well plates of highly enriched neuronal cultures
(more than 90% of TUJ1 positive cells). High content analysis
has shown a uniform distribution of NSCs/eNPCs over the different wells in 384-well plates. The relative proportions of astrocytes
and oligodendrocytes have not been investigated because the goal
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Figure 2. Expression of neural stem cell markers in cellular aggregates developing into neural rosettes observed in differentiating iPSCs cultured in NP
expansion medium. Forming neuronal rosettes are more clearly distinguishable in Hoechst staining where nuclei of each neural rosette are arranged
radially around a central cavity. Scale bar is 50 mm.

of this study was to provide a generalizable method for large-scale
generation of NSCs/eNPCs that can be further differentiate into
neurons in microtiter well format for high throughput analyses.
The cost to generate a neuronal culture in a 384-well plate (where
NSCs/eNPCs have been cultured in neurobasal medium for 4
weeks) starting from iPSCs is approximately $190.
The protocol detailed here enables a scalable and cost-effective
derivation of NSCs/eNPCs that can be further differentiated into
VGLUT1 positive neurons displaying features of layer 3 pyramidal cells. Synaptic protein expression was, on average, less in
iPSC-derived neurons compared to human cortex tissue. This
finding is to be expected considering the numerous differences
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between cell culture and tissue. Further studies are needed to
evaluate whether NSCs/eNPCs generated with this protocol can
be differentiated into other neuronal cell types.

Materials and Methods
Human iPSC cell lines
Lines HFF1-S, 73-56010-02, 73-56010-01, 71-500-9000,
and 71-500-9001 were generated at NIMH funded Rutgers University Cell and DNA Repository (RUCDR) from skin fibroblasts. ATR1, another line was derived from T lymphocytes.
Cells were reprogrammed with Sendai viral vectors expressing
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Figure 3. Generation of NLSs and neural rosettes. (a) NLSs generated from cellular aggregates developing into neural rosettes. (b) NLSs generated from
single cell suspension of cellular aggregates in Aggrewell plates. (c) Microphotograph of neural rosettes observed 12 hours after plating puriﬁed NLSs.
Scale bar is 50 mm.

the transcription factors Sox2, c-Myc, Klf4, and Oct4. Following
QC measures described earlier,4 iPSCs were maintained in 6-well
plates with the supplemented mTeSRTM1 medium (Stem Cell
Technologies) changed daily, allowing for manual cleaning of
differentiated cells. The protocol was approved by the University
of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board and written informed
consent was obtained from all participants.
Reagent setup
NP selection medium
Dulbecco’s minimum essential medium/F12 medium supplemented with 0.5% N2 (GIBCO), 1 mM L-glutamine, 1%
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nonessential amino acids, 50 U/ml penicillin G, 50 mg/ml streptomycin, and 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol.18
NP expansion medium
Dulbecco’s minimum essential medium/F12 medium supplemented with 1% N2, 20 ng/ml rhFGFb (Invitrogen), 1 mM Lglutamine, 1% nonessential amino acids, 50 U/ml penicillin G,
50 mg/ml streptomycin and 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol.18
Neurobasal medium
Neurobasal medium supplemented with 2% B27 (GIBCO),
10 ng/ml BDNF (PeproTech), 50 U/ml penicillin G, and
50 mg/ml streptomycin.
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Figure 4. Characterization of iPSCderived NSCs/eNPCs. (a) Left: Immunoblots showing the expression of
markers speciﬁc for NSCs (MUSASHI, PAX6, NESTIN and SOX1), late
NPCs (NEUROD1) and neurons
(CALRETININ, TUJ1, and MAP2) in
iPSC-derived NSCs/eNPCs. Right:
Normalized expression of NSC
markers. The data represent an
average of 3 independent experiments. (b) Immunocytochemical
analysis of iPSC-derived NSCs/
eNPCs. Scale bar is 50 mm. (c)
Quantiﬁcation of PAX6 expression
using High Content Analysis. RFU:
relative ﬂuorescence unit. A01-A03
denote biological replicates. The
distribution of PAX6 labeling
among NSCs/eNPCs is shown in the
histograms. The histograms indicate RFU intensity in the vertical
axis and number of cells at that
intensity in the horizontal axis. The
points outside the histograms indicate outliers. The tables below the
histograms indicate the number of
cells measured in the populations
(Count), the average (Avg) and standard deviation (StdDev) of the overall PAX6 labeling in the population.
Greater than 99% of the cells have
PAX6 FITC levels above background. The average background
level in the well is <400 gray levels.
The minimum level in the cell is
around 1,000 to 2,000. More than
99% of the cells show levels greater
than 500.

Matrigel aliquot preparation:
Thaw a 5 ml container of matrigel
qualified for use with mTeSRTM 1
medium (BD) on ice. Alternatively, matrigel can be thawed by
placing it on ice and leaving it at
4 C overnight. Prepare aliquots
by adding 500 ml matrigel into
cryovials on ice. Store aliquots at
¡20 C for use.

Differentiation procedure
Generation and passaging of
feeder-free iPSC cultures
We recommend using iPSCs at
low passage number in order to
reduce the probability of karyotypic abnormalities.27 We transfer
one iPSC colony from feeder-based
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Figure 5. Immunostaining of iPSC-derived neurons with TUJ1 (a), MAP2 (b), VGLUT1 (c), and NR1 subunit of the NMDA receptor (d). The percentage of
TUJ1 positive neurons was analyzed by ﬂow cytometry; cells were permeabilized with Cytoﬁx/Cytoperm (Becton Dickinson) and dead cells were
excluded from the analysis. Filled histogram shows the fraction of TUJ1 stained cells compared to secondary antibody staining (e). Scale bar is 50 mm in
a-c, and 75 mm in d.

culture into a 6-well matrigel-coated plate as follows.
i. Matrigel Preparation. Thaw a matrigel aliquot on ice.
Pipette 50 ml PBS into a disposable falcon 50 ml tube. Add
1 ml of the PBS into the cryotube containing 500 ml matrigel. Mix quickly and transfer back to the 50 ml falcon tube.
Mix matrigel/PBS mixture by pipetting up and down with a
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10 ml pipette and dispense into plates. To coat one well of a
6-well plate, use 1 ml matrigel/PBS mixture.
NOTE: Thawing the matrigel requires approximately
2 hours. Keep matrigel aliquot on ice at all times.
ii. iPSC seeding. Examine iPSC culture under a microscope to
select undifferentiated colonies. Using a marking pen, draw a
circle around undifferentiated iPSC colonies on the bottom of
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Figure 6. Immunostaining of iPSC-derived neurons with CALBINDIN (a), CART (b), FEZ2 (c), and HS3ST2 (d). Scale bars are 75 mm.

the plate (differentiated iPSC are characterized by non-uniform cell morphology in any portion of the colonies). Replace
the medium in which iPSCs are cultured with pre-warmed
(37 C) mTeSRTM 1 medium. Cut selected colonies into pieces
of uniform size using a bent 20 gauge needle; harvest the iPSC
clumps with a 10 ml pipette, and transfer into new culture
well coated with matrigel, prepared as described in step 1(i).
Culture iPSCs in mTeSRTM1 medium for 5–7 d in an incubator under standard conditions (5% CO2, 37 C, and 100%
humidity). Change culture medium every day. Eliminate
unwanted differentiated iPSCs from each well. When the
iPSC colonies become confluent (colony size approximately
1.5–2 mm), passage iPSC colonies 1:6 as described above.
Derivation of NSCs/eNPCs from iPSCs. DURATION: 12 d
Wash iPSC colonies with 2 ml 1X PBS at room temperature
twice. Add 2 ml of pre-warmed NP selection medium and incubate under standard conditions. Change medium every other
day. At day 5, replace NP selection medium with NP expansion
medium and culture for 7 d After 3-5 d in NP expansion
medium, 50–70% of colonies show the presence of cellular
aggregates expressing NSCs markers NESTIN,17 SOX1,21 and
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MUSASHI 22 (Fig. 2). If there is paucity of neural structures
after 7 d culture in NP expansion medium, continue to culture
the cells for 5–7 more days.
Generation of NLSs. DURATION: 3–4 d
After 7 d in NP expansion medium, proceed to generate NLSs
as follows.
i. Aspirate the medium, wash the cells twice with 1 ml
DMEM/F12 and add 2 ml of pre-warmed NP expansion
medium. With the plate under the microscope (use the 4X
objective), use a bent 20-gauge needle to dissect cellular
aggregates into pieces of approximately 40–50 mm diameter.
ii. Collect the NP expansion medium containing the dissected
cell aggregates and transfer into an ultra-low attachment 6well plate. Culture in standard incubator conditions
overnight.
iii. On the following day, cell aggregates should round up into
floating spherical cellular aggregates denoted NLSs (Fig. 3a).
iv. Culture NLSs for 2–3 d in NP expansion medium.
Change half the culture medium every day as follows.
Collect NLSs in suspension from the plate and transfer
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into a 15 ml conical tube. Allow NLSs to settle to the
bottom of the conical tube for 10 min. Replace half of
the culture medium with fresh medium. Transfer the
NLSs back to the 6-well ultra-low attachment plate. To
distribute NLSs uniformly on low attachment plates, resuspend NLSs by pipetting up and down 3–4 times with
a 5 ml pipette. As the NLSs tend to sink to the bottom
rapidly, transfer into 2 wells at a time, resuspending each
time. Continue culturing until the NLSs reach a diameter
of approximately 300 mm.
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Alternative method for size-controlled formation of NLSs.
DURATION: 4–5 d
Derivation of size-controlled NLSs is more expensive than the
method described above. However, the percentage of NLSs differentiating into neural cells is higher with this method. To generate sizecontrolled NLSs, dissect cellular aggregates and transfer them into a
15 ml conical tube. Pellet the cells by spinning down for 30 sec at
1,200 rpm. Discard the supernatant and add 2 ml of StemPro
Accutase (Life Technologies). Incubate at 37 C for 10 min (dissociate cells thoroughly by pipetting with a P1000 Pipetman every 2–
3 min). Add 8 ml of DMEM/F12 and mix by inverting the tube 2–
3 times. Leave the conical tube for 10 minutes to enable the undissociated clumps to settle to the bottom of the tube. Transfer the single
cell suspension into a new 15 ml conical tube and centrifuge for
5 min at 1,200 rpm. Discard the supernatant and re-suspend the
cells in 5 ml of NP expansion medium. Count viable cells using the
trypan blue method. Adjust the volume of cell suspension to a density of 2 £ 106 cells/ml. Add 2 ml of NP expansion medium to
each well of an Aggrewell plate (Stem cell Technologies, Vancouver
BC). Centrifuge the plate for 5 min at 1,200 rpm and discard the
medium. Transfer 1 ml of cell suspension into each well to be used
and centrifuge the plate as described above. Incubate plate overnight
under standard culture conditions. Following overnight incubation,
the cells should form spherical cell aggregates of approximately 40–
50 mm (Fig. 3b). After 24 hours, collect the NLSs by using a transfer pipette and transfer to an ultra-low attachment 6-well plate. Culture the NLSs as described above until they reach the desired size
(approximately 200–250 mm). To efficiently dislodge NLSs from
single micro-wells of the Aggrewell plate, apply mild positive pressure on different regions at the bottom of the well, using a transfer
pipette bulb. After harvesting NLSs, ensure that all the NLSs have
been collected by reviewing the donor plate under the microscope.
Repeat the previous steps if necessary.
Purification of NLSs. DURATION: 6–7 d
Transfer the NLSs floating in the NP expansion medium into
a 15 ml falcon tube and allow them to settle for 10 min. Aspirate
the supernatant and re-suspend the NLSs into 12 ml of NP
expansion medium. Distribute the NLS suspension (2 ml/well)
in a matrigel-coated 6-well plate. Incubate in standard conditions. Following overnight incubation, NLSs tend to adhere to
the bottom of the culture plate and flatten. At this stage, neural
rosettes can be observed (Fig. 3c). Place the culture plate under
an inverted microscope. Dissect and collect the neural rosettes
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following the same procedure described in steps 3(i) and 3(ii).
Incubate in standard conditions. On the following day, neural
rosettes should round up into NLS. Culture NLSs for 2–3 d until
the NLSs reach a size of approximately 300 mm. Change half the
culture medium every other day as described in step 3(iv).
Generation of monolayer cultures of NSCs/eNPCs. DURATION:
9d
Collect the NLSs into NP expansion medium and transfer
into a matrigel-coated 6-well plate. Incubate in standard conditions. After a few hours, NLSs adhere to the surface of the culture
plate and NSCs migrate away. At this stage, heterogeneous cultures will be generated, consisting of NSCs and eNPCs. Fibroblast-like cells may still be observed and should be removed
under the inverted microscope by scraping them with a pipette
tip.
Passaging NSCs/eNPCs
Aspirate NP expansion medium and rinse with DMEM/
F12. For 6-well cultures, add 1 ml of StemPro Accutase per
well and incubate for 3 min at 37 C. Add 2 ml of DMEM/
F12 medium and gently detach cells by pipetting up and
down with a p1000 tip. Transfer the cell suspension into a
15 ml conical tube. Centrifuge 5 min at 1,200 rpm. Discard
the supernatant, re-suspend the cells with 12 ml of NP
expansion medium, and culture in standard conditions in the
appropriate plates coated with matrigel. On the next day,
replace NP expansion medium with mTeSRTM1 medium and
culture until the cells are confluent (Fig. 4b). When confluent, the cultures in 6-well plates should contain approximately 3 £ 106 cells/well. From this stage onwards, NSCs/
eNPCs are cultured and passaged in mTeSRTM1 medium.
The NSCs/eNPCs can be stored at ¡135 C or in liquid
nitrogen. We do not recommend expanding NSCs/NPCs for
more than 12 passages to reduce the risk of chromosomal
aberration.28 Freezing and thawing procedures of NSCs/
eNPCs are described in Supplementary Information.
Generating neuronal cultures in 96- and 384-well plates.
DURATION: 4 weeks.
Dissociate NSCs/eNPCs with StemPro Accutase as described
above. Count the cells and re-suspend them in an appropriate
volume of mTeSRTM1 medium. Distribute cells in 96-well plates
at 104 cells/well or in 384-well plate at 2.5 £ 103 cells/well. On
the next day, change mTeSRTM1 to neurobasal medium and culture for 4 weeks. Replace half of the culture medium with fresh
medium every other day by using a multi-channel pipette. Under
these conditions, highly enriched cultures of neurons are generated (Fig. 5).

Immunocytochemistry
and Microscopy
Immunocytochemistry was performed as previously
described.29 Primary antibodies used were mouse anti-human
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Figure 7. Electrophysiological recordings of iPSC-derived neurons. Example traces of whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings from HFF1-S cells in response
to application of the indicated agonists. Currents were recorded in a MgC-free extracellular solution at a holding potential of ¡85 mV (a–c) or 15 mV (d)
during approximately 5 s applications (indicated by horizontal bar above each trace) of 100 mM glutamate C 100 mM glycine (a, peak current ¡494.3
pA), 100 mM AMPA (b, peak current D ¡261.8 pA), 100 mM NMDA C 100 mM glycine (c, peak current D ¡324.4 pA), or 1 mM GABA (d, peak current D
851.8 pA).

NESTIN monoclonal antibody (R&D Systems, 1:200 dilution),
rabbit polyclonal anti-SOX1 antibody (Abcam, 1:200 dilution),
rabbit polyclonal anti-MUSASHI antibody (Abcam, 1:200 dilution), rabbit polyclonal anti-PAX6 antibody (Abcam, 1:200 dilution), mouse anti-b TUBULIN III monoclonal antibody (clone
Tuj-1, R&D System, 1:50 dilution), mouse monoclonal antiMAP2 (Millipore, 1:200 dilution), rabbit polyclonal antiVGLUT1 antibody (Synaptic Systems, 1:200 dilution), rabbit
anti-NMDAR1 monoclonal antibody (Abcam, 1:400 dilution),
rabbit polyclonal to CALBINDIN antibody (Abcam, 1:200 dilution), rabbit polyclonal to FEZ2 antibody (Abcam, 1:200 dilution),
rabbit polyclonal to HS3ST2 antibody (Novus Biologicals, 1:50
dilution), mouse monoclonal to CART antibody (Abcam, 1:100
dilution). Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody
(Life Technologies, 1:200 dilution) and Alexa Fluor 488 goat antimouse secondary antibody (Life Technologies, 1:200 dilution)
were used for detection. Counterstaining was done with Hoechst
33342 ((Life Technologies, 1:1000 dilution). Images were acquired
using a Leica IL MD LED inverted fluorescence microscope.
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Western blots
Cell lysates were prepared with 10 volumes of RIPA buffer
(25 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 1%
sodium deoxycholate, and 0.1% SDS), denatured by heating at
95 C and then separated by electrophoresis on 4–12% gradient
SDS-poly-acrylamide gels, transferred onto Immobilon membranes
(Millipore). Immunoblots were probed with monoclonal antibodies similar to those employed in immunocytochemistry analysis;
other antibodies used were rabbit anti-CALRETININ monoclonal
antibody (Abcam, 1:800 dilution), rabbit anti-NEUROD1 polyclonal antibody (Abcam, 1:200 dilution). The blots were probed
with fluorescently labeled secondary antibodies (Li-Cor antibodies)
to detect immunoreactivity. Fluorescent signal intensities were then
quantified using an Odyssey Imaging scanner (Li-Cor).
Quantification of PAX6 expression using high content
analysis
NSC/eNPCs were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and
labeled with rabbit polyclonal anti- PAX6 antibody followed by
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Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody, and with
Hoechst 33342 to identify individual cellular nuclei. Cells were
imaged on the ImageXpress Ultra (IXU) High Content imager
with 20x objective using the 405 nm excitation/447 nm emission to visualize the Hoechst nuclear stain, and 488 nm excitation/514 nm emission filter to visualize the PAX6 Alexa Fluor
488 stain. Images were analyzed using the Multiwavelength Cell
Scoring application within the MetaXpress software that runs the
IXU, and the average intracellular intensity of the PAX6 stain
was determined for each cell.
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Electrophysiological recordings
Plate iPSC-derived NSCs/eNPCs onto matrigel-coated
18 mm coverslips and culture for 8 weeks in neurobasal medium
for neuronal differentiation. Visualize neuronal cells on 18 mm
coverslips with a Zeiss inverted microscope. The external recording solution contains 140 mM NaCl, 2.8 mM KCl, 1 mM
CaCl2, 0.01 mM EDTA (to eliminate contaminating Zn2C,
which inhibits some NMDA receptor subtypes), 10 mM
HEPES, pH 7.2 § 0.05 adjusted with NaOH, osmolality 290 §
10 mmol/kg adjusted with sucrose, and agonists added at indicated concentrations. The pipette solution contains 130 mM Kgluconate, 10 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1.1 mM EGTA,
10 mM HEPES, 2 mM ATP-Na2, 2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.2 §
0.05 adjusted with KOH, osmolality 275 § 10 mmol/kg.
Whole-cell recordings from iPSC-derived neurons are performed using pipettes pulled from borosilicate glass and fire-polished (5–8 MV). Membrane currents are recorded with an
Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices) in voltage-clamp
mode, low-pass filtered at 5 kHz, and digitized at 10 kHz with a
Digidata 1322a (Molecular Devices). Series resistance is compensated at 75–85%. For data presented here, recordings were
rejected if holding current at ¡85 mV exceeded ¡600 pA
(Molecular Devices). Rapid solution exchange is achieved using
an in-house-fabricated fast perfusion system 30 connected to gravity-fed reservoirs. All experiments are performed at room temperature. Peak currents are measured relative to baseline current
prior to agonist application using Clampfit 10.3 (Molecular
Devices).

Targeted Proteomics

Figure 8. Targeted proteomic comparison of iPSC-derived neurons and
human cortex gray matter. Expression of representative presynaptic (A)
and post-synaptic (B) proteins in iPSC-derived neurons (NSCs/eNPCs cultured in neurobasal medium for 6 weeks) and human cortex gray matter.
(C). Distribution of the averaged difference between the 2 groups
expressed as a ratio of iPSC-derived neurons: Cortex gray matter.
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Cell lysates were prepared as described above and total protein
quantified by micro BCA (Pierce). Human postmortem cortex
gray matter homogenates previously prepared from 3 normal
subjects were obtained.31 20 mg of iPSC-derived neurons proteins or human cortex gray matter tissue homogenate were mixed
with 20 mg of a stable isotope labeled neuronal proteome standard, separated by electrophoresis on a 4–12% gradient SDSpoly-acrylamide gel, and subject to on-gel digestion as previously
described.32 Liquid Chromatograph – Selected Reaction Monitoring analyses were conducted on a TSQ Quantum triple stage
quadrupole mass spectrometer (ThermoFisher Scientific) with an
Ultimate 3000 HPLC (Dionex) and a PicoChip Column (New
Objective). Two ml (»1 mg protein) sample was loaded onto the
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column at 1 ml/min for 12 min, and eluted at 300 nl/min over a
25 min gradient from 3–35% mobile phase B (Acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid). SRM transitions were timed using
1 min retention windows, depending on the number of SRMs to
be assayed. Transitions were monitored, allowing for a cycle time
of 1 sec, resulting in a dynamic dwell time never falling below 10
msec. The MS instrument parameters were as follows: capillary
temperature 275 C, spray voltage 1100 V, and a collision gas of
1.4 mTorr (argon). The resolving power of the instrument was
set to 0.7 Da (Full Width Half Maximum) for the first and third
quadrupole. Data were acquired using a Chrom Filter peak width
of 4.0 sec. Peak areas and area ratios were calculated within Skyline.33 Raw files were loaded into Skyline files containing target
proteins/peptides/transitions. All individual SRM transitions and
integration areas were manually inspected. Transitions for which
the signal-to-noise ratio was below 3 were excluded from analysis.
The ratios of the integrated areas for “light” endogenous peptides
and “heavy” 13C6STD peptides were calculated to obtain peptide
measures using multiple transitions per peptide. 165 peptides
from 116 proteins were measured.
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